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We analyze the behaviour of the solution of a linear differential equation of
p w xretarded type when the delays vary, for L initial conditions, given some p g 1, ‘ .
First, we state continuity and differentiability results for the solution viewed as
function of the delays. Those regularity results are applied to analyze the small
delay sensitivity for quadratic performance index associated to stabilization with a
finite dimensional a priori feedback. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we study the delay dependence of the solution of the
retarded equation
I
w xx t s A x t q A x t y k q f t , a.e. t g 0, T , T ) 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ Ý0 i i
is1
n w xx 0 s x g R , x s x a.e. t g yK , 0 ,Ž . 00 0
p nx g L yK , 0; R ,Ž . 1Ž .0
p nf g L 0, T ; R , given p G 1Ž .
Ž n.  4where A g L R , i g 0, . . . , I , k s min k G 0, and K si is1, . . . , I i
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Ž . Ž .the convention k G 0, and when necessary, x t; k the solution of Eq. 1 ,
and use the shorthand A s ÝI A .is0 i
Controlled linear systems of retarded type are well known to be of
theoretical and practical interest as shown, for instance, in Bellman &
w x w x w x w x w xCooke 2 , Bensoussan et al. 3 , Curtain & Zwart 6 , Halanay 8 , Hale 9
w xand Kolmanovski & Nosov 10 . In some situations connected to computer
control it is assumed some regularity with respect to the delays, e.g. Chan
¨ w x w x& Ozguner 4 and Krtolica et al. 11 . This asks for clarifications mainly in
two directions: regularity of the solution and influence of the delays on
performance of the controlled system. For the former, it seems that little
attention has been paid to the study of continuity and especially differen-
tiability with respect to the delays. For a single delay case, uniform
continuity is well known for continuous initial condition since Bellman &
w x w xCooke 1 and Sugiyama 12 . A derivative formula at zero was given by
w xDontchev 7, Theorem 2 for an absolutely continuous initial condition,
w xand rediscovered by Clarke & Wolenski 5, Proposition 8.1 for Lipschitz
continuous initial data. But for the general case with non-smooth data, the
question of both continuity and differentiability remains open, especially
when k / 0. For the latter, differentiability results are also given in the
w xfinite horizon case in the papers of Dontchev 7 and Clarke & Wolenski
w x5 .
Ž .The objective of this article is twofold: 1 to provide some insight into
Ž .the continuity and differentiability of the function k ‹ x ?; k g
1, pŽ n. Ž .W 0, ‘; R ; 2 to consider a control application of the differentiabilityloc
result. For that application, we give a sensitivity result for some quadratic
cost associated to a retarded system with small delays.
The results of regularity are stated in Section 2, and the control
application in Section 3. The proofs are in Section 4 and followed by some
concluding remarks in Section 5.
2. CONTINUITY AND DIFFERENTIABILITY WITH
RESPECT TO THE DELAY
Ž .First of all, we focus on the status of Eq. 1 . When there is no delay
Ž .K s 0 , the solution is given by the usual variation of constant formula;
1, pŽ n.its restriction to R belongs to W 0, ‘; R and depends continuouslyq loc
Ž .on the initial data x and f. Otherwise k ) 0 , we notice that starting00
from the initial data x the solution can be recursively computed on0
w x Ž .intervals of the form yK, l k , where l G 0 is an integer step method .
w xMore precisely, denoting x the solution on yK, l k , the sequence xl l
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Ž .and the unique solution x of equation 1 are given by
I
tA t A Ž tys.0 0 w xx t s e x q e A x s y k q f s ds for t g 0, kŽ . Ž . Ž .ÝH1 00 i 0 i½ 50 is1
w Ž . xand, for l G 1 and t g l k, l q 1 k :
I
tA Ž tyl k . A Ž tys.0 0x t s e x l k q e A x s y k q f s ds,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝHlq1 l i l i½ 5l k is1
w xx s x on yK , l k ;l ly1
2Ž .
w xx s x on yK , l k .l
1, pŽ n.So it is clear that the solution belongs to W 0, ‘; R . Moreover, it isloc
w xknown, e.g. 6 , that this solution depends continuously on the initial data
on compact intervals; i.e., for any T ) 0 and K G 0, there exists a constant
C ) 0 such that
5 5 1 , p < < n 5 5 p 5 5 p 2x F C x q x q f . 3Ž .Ž .W Ž0 , T . R L ŽyK , 0. L Ž0 , T .00 0
Ž . 3Remark 2.1. The constant C in Eq. 3 depends continuously on T
and K. Therefore, since K s max k - q‘, there exists some Cis1, . . . , I i
independent of k such that C - C - q‘.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Continuity of the solution.
Ž . pŽ n. p Ž n. w wi When x g L yK, 0; R and f g L 0, ‘; R with p g 1, ‘ ,0 loc
Ž . 5 Ž . Ž .5 1, pthe solution of Eq. 1 satisfies lim x ?; k y x ?; h s 0 for anyW Ž0, ‘.h “ k loc
delay-¤ectors k G 0, h G 0.
Ž . Ž . .ii If , moreo¤er, lim x s s x , then i extends to p s q‘.s“ 0 0 00
One can observe that in Proposition 2.1, the compatibility condition,
Ž .lim x s s x , is required only for the case p s q‘. So this proposi-s“ 0 0 00
tion is a generalization to any set of L p initial conditions of the classical
w x w xresults of Bellman & Cooke 1 and Sugiyama 12 who investigated the
continuous initial conditions case.
Proposition 2.1 allows to prove the following.
THEOREM 2.1. Differentiability of the solution. Assume x g0
1Ž n. Ž .C yK, 0; R and x 0 s x . Then for any fixed T ) 0 with f continuous0 00
w x Ž . I 1Ž n.on 0, T , the function k ‹ x ?; k from R to C 0, T ; R is differentiableq
2 < < 5 5? denotes a vector norm and ? the norm of a matrix or a function. Given a function g
5 5 p 5 5 p 5 5 1, pwith values in a space E , we also use g for g and g forL Ža, b. L Ža, b; E . W Ža, b.
5 5 1, pg .W Ža, b, E .
3 w xsee e.g. 6, Lemma 2.4.3 for the case p s 2.
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at the point k G 0 as soon as
I
x 0 s A x 0 q A x yk q f 0 . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ Ý0 0 0 i 0 i
is1
Its partial deri¤ati¤es are solutions of
›˙ x › x
t s A tŽ . Ž .0› k › ki i
I › x
w xq A t y k y A x t y k , a.e. t g 0, T , 5Ž . Ž .˙Ž .Ý j j i i› kijs1
› x
w xs 0 on yK , 0 ,
› ki
 4for each i g 1, . . . , I .
Remark 2.2. If k s 0, the existence result for derivatives may be
derived under weaker regularity assumptions on x that need only to be0
smooth in zero. More precisely:
p nŽ . w w Ž . <Ž Ž .i If for some p in 1, ‘ , x g L yK, 0; R satisfies limt “ 0 x t0 0
. < n w xy x rt - q‘, then for any fixed T ) 0 with f continuous on 0, T ,R00
Ž . I 1, pŽ n.the function k ‹ x ?; k from R to W 0, T ; R has partial derivativesq
at the point k s 0. Those are given by
› x t ; kŽ . t AŽ tys.s y e A x s, 0 ds. 6Ž . Ž .˙H i› k 0i ks0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii If in addition x 0 exists and satisfies x 0 s x 0, 0 , the previ-˙ ˙ ˙0 0
ous result extends to p s q‘.
Ž . A sIn particular when f s 0 and k s 0, we have x s, 0 s e x , in such a00
way that
› x t ; kŽ . t AŽ tys. A ss y e A Ae x ds. 7Ž .H i 00› k 0i ks0
If, moreover, the A ’s commute with A, the previous equality reduces toi
› x t ; kŽ .
Ats yA Ate x . 8Ž .i 00› ki ks0
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Theorem 2.1 is a generalization to any value of k G 0 with non-smooth
initial data of the differentiability result at the point zero for the single
w x wdelay case by Dontchev 7, Theorem 2 and Clarke and Wolenski 5,
xProposition 8.1 . The Remark 2.2 shows that their derivative at 0 for the
Ž .one delay case formula 6 may be extended to rougher data since we do
5 5not assume the existence of x . However, Clarke and Wolenski’s˙ ‘0
approach is more general because they consider possibly nonlinear sys-
tems.
3. APPLICATION TO SENSITIVITY OF A LINEAR
QUADRATIC CONTROLLER TO SMALL DELAYS
In this section, we set p s 2 and consider the following retarded
controlled system
x t s A x t q A x t y k q B u tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ Ý0 i i 0
igI 9
q B u t y k , a.e. t G 0Ž .Ý i i
igI 0
n w x 2 nx 0 s x g R , x s x a.e. t g yK , 0 , x g L yK , 0; RŽ . Ž .00 0 0
u g L2 yK , ‘; R m 9Ž . Ž .loc
associated to the quadratic cost
1 T 2
p m< < ² :J u , x s Cx q u , Ru dt 10Ž . Ž . 4H R RT 2 0
 4 Ž n. Ž m n.with I 9 j I 0 s 1, . . . , I ; A g L R , i s 0, i g I 9; B g L R , R ,i i
Ž n p. T Ž m.i s 0, i g I 0 ; C g L R , R , R s R ) 0 g L R .
w xHere u is the control input used to control x over 0, T , 0 F T F q‘.
We consider the case where u is chosen in feedback form for the system
Ž .without delay and u t for t - 0 is arbitrary:
w x 2 mu t , a.e. t g yK , 0 , u g L yK , 0; RŽ . Ž .0 0u t s 11Ž . Ž .n m½ Fx t , a.e. t G 0, F g L R , R .Ž . Ž .
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .Let x ?; k , u ?; k be the solution of Eqs. 9 and 11 , where, as before,F F
Ž .k s k , k , . . . , k , k s min k , and K s max k ; A s B F ,1 2 I is1, . . . , I i is1, . . . , I i i i i
i g I 0 .
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We are interested in the following quantities used to measure the
Ž .sensitivity of J u , x to small delays.T F F
› JT
s s u , x , i s 1, . . . , I. 12Ž . Ž .i , T F F› ki ks0
We consider the cases:
v T - q‘ and F is arbitrary.
v T s q‘ and F is a stabilizing feedback gain when k s 0, i.e.,
At Ž n. Ilim e s 0 in L R where, as before, A s Ý A . Of course wet “ 0 is0 i
Ž .suppose that in that case A q Ý A , B q Ý B is stabilizable.0 ig I 9 i 0 ig I 0 i
v Ž . <T s q‘ and F is the optimal feedback gain minimizing J u, x .ks0‘
In that case F is given by
T
P A q A q A q A PÝ Ý0 i 0 iž / ž /
ig I ig I
T
y1 Ty P B q B R B q B P q C C s 0,Ý Ý0 i 0 iž / ž /
ig I 0 ig I 0
P s PT G 0, 13Ž .
T
y1F s yR B q B P .Ý0 iž /
ig I 0
Ž .As usual, F is defined by 13 as soon as
A q A , B q B is stabilizable andÝ Ý0 i 0 iž /
ig I 9 ig I 0
C , A q A detectable. 14Ž .Ý0 iž /
ig I 9
Remark 3.1. The computation of s , i s 1, . . . , I, leads to the consid-i, T
eration of the systems with only one delay,
x t s A x t q A x t y kŽ . Ž . Ž .˙ i i i
n w x 2 nx 0 s x g R , x s x a.e. t g yK , 0 , x g L yK , 0; R ,Ž . Ž .00 0 0
15Ž .
where A s ÝI A .i js1, j/ i j
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Ž .For i g I 0 systems without open-loop state delay , it is possible to
2Ž n.choose x such that u s Fx , x g L yK, 0; R , as soon as rank F s m.0 0 0 0
Ž . Ž .For example, if C, A q Ý A is observable then, in Eq. 13 , P ) 0,0 ig I 9 i
Ž .Tand rank F s rank B q Ý B . In all usual situations, the columns0 ig I 0 i
Ž .Tof B q Ý B being independent, rank F s m.0 ig I 0 i
Ž . Ž .Denoting x ?, k the solution of 15 , i s 1, . . . , I, theni i
1 d
s si , T 2 dki
T 2 T
p n< < ² := Cx t ; k q F RFx tyk ; k , x tyk ; k dtŽ . Ž . Ž . 4H R Ri i i i i i i i½ 5
0 k s0i
for i g I 0 ,
Ž .and 16
1 d T T T
n² :s s C C q F RF x t ; k , x t ; k dtŽ . Ž . Ž .H Ri , T i i i i½ 52 dk 0 k s0i i
for i g I 9.
COROLLARY 3.1. Denote Q s CTC q F TRF, and suppose that x has a0
Ž . Ž .deri¤ati¤e on the left hand of 0 with x 0 s x . Then x , u being the0 00 F F
Ž . Ž .solution of Eqs. 9 and 11 .
Ž . Ž .i For any finite T , the mapping k “ J u , x has partial deri¤a-T F F
ti¤es at the point k s 0 which are gi¤en by
1
T T AT
n n² : ² :s s F RFx , x y F RFe x , xR Ri , T 00 00 00 002
T t AŽ tys. A s At
n² :y Qe A Ae x , e x ds dt , i g I 0H H Ri 00 00
0 0
17Ž .
T t AŽ tys. A s At
n² :s s y Qe A Ae x , e x ds dt , i g I 9.H H Ri , T i 00 00
0 0
Ž .ii If , in addition F is a stabilizing feedback gain when k s 0, the
Ž . < < Ž .mapping k “ J u , x is well-defined for k small and i still holds for‘ F F
Ž A‘ .T s q‘ with e s 0 .
Ž . Ž .iii If , furthermore, condition 14 holds and the optimal feedback
Ž .gain gi¤en by Eq. 13 is used, then
‘1
T At T At
n n² : ² :s s F RFx , x y Ae x , A Pe x dt , i g I 0R H Ri , ‘ 00 00 00 i 002 0
‘
At T At
n² :s s y Ae x , A Pe x dt , i g I 9. 18Ž .H Ri , ‘ 00 i 00
0
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Ž . Ž .Remark 3.2. 1 It is easy to see that s in Eq. 18 can bei, ‘
computed as follows.
1 T n
n²Ž . :For i g I 0 , s s F RF y S x , x with S solution in R ofRi, ‘ i 00 00 i2
AT S q S A s PA A, a well-posed matrix equation as the eigenvalues ofi i i
² : nA have strictly negative real parts. For i g I 9, s s y S x , x .Ri, ‘ i 00 00
Ž .2 In practice x is often not known when the s are needed.00 i, ‘
One can instead use some worst-case sensitivity measure, for example take
1r2 Ž T . Ž . Ts s l S S , where l M is the largest eigenvalue of M s M .i˜, ‘ max i i max
Ž . Ž .3 In general, s given by Eq. 17 may be positive, negative, ori, ‘
Ž . Ž . Žnil. For the latter case consider, e.g., the system x t s A x t q B u t y˙ 0 1
. Ž .k . The delayed optimal feedback is no more optimal: J u , x G1 ‘ F F
Ž . < Ž .J u , x . Even more, one can say that k “ u t y k is optimalk s0‘ F F 1 F 11
Ž .for k s 0, so that s s 0. Equation 18 leads to the same conclusion:1 i, ‘
A s yBRy1BTP, so that1
‘1
T At y1 T At
n n² : ² :s s F RFx , x q Ae x , PBR B Pe x dtR H Ri , ‘ 00 00 00 002 0
‘1 1 d
T At T At
n n² : ² :s F RFx , x q e x , F RFe x dtR H R00 00 00 002 2 dt0
s 0. 19Ž .
Ž . w x Ž .4 Dontchev 7 has obtained a sensitivity formula similar to 17 in
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .the particular case x t s A x t q A u t y k q B u t .˙ 0 1 1 0
4. PROOFS
We start with Proposition 2.1 which then is used to prove Theorem 2.1.
Next we prove Corollary 3.1.
4.1. Proof of Proposition 2.1
5 Ž .Take some fixed T ) 0. We aim to prove that lim x ?; k yh “ k
Ž .5 1, px ?; h s 0 for any delay-vectors k G 0, h G 0. To this end weW Ž0, T .
Ž . Ž . Ž .remark that the function D defined by D t; k, h s x ?; k y x ?; h satisfies
Ž Ž . w x.the following retarded equation recall that x t, k s x a.e. t g yK, 0 :0
I I
˙ w xD t s A D t q A D t y h q A g t a.e. t g 0, T ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý0 i i i i
is1 is1
w xD t s 0 a.e. t g yK , 0 ,Ž .
4.1.1Ž .
w xg t s x t y k ; k y x t y h ; k a.e. t g 0, T .Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i
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Recall that h , k F K - q‘. Then from Remark 2.1, there exits C inde-i i
I1, p p5 5 5 5 5 5pendent of k and h such that D F CÝ A = g , so toW Ž0, T . L Ž0, T .is1 i i
5 5 pcomplete the proof, it will be enough to check that lim g s 0.L Ž0, T .h “ k ii ip 5 5 pBy continuity of the translation in L we get lim g s 0,L Ž0, T .h “ k ii i˜ ˜w w Ž . Ž .;p g 1, ‘ . For p s q‘, set k s min k , h and h s max k , h . Theni i i i i i
˜tyk i ˜< < < <g t F x s ; k ds if t g h , TŽ . Ž .˙Hi i˜tyhi
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜< < w wg t F x t y k y x t y h if t g k , h 4.1.2Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i i 0 i i i
˜< <g t s 0 if t F k .Ž .i i
‘Ž . 5 5So with the condition lim x s s x , we get lim g s 0.L Ž0, T .s“ 0 0 00 h “ k ii i
4.2. Proof of Theorem 2.1
Ž . I 1Ž n.Take some fixed T ) 0. To prove that k ‹ x ?; k from R “ C 0, T ; Rq
is differentiable at point k, it is sufficient to prove that, for each i g
 4 Ž . 1Ž n.1, . . . , I , we have › x ?; k r› k g C 0, T ; R and that function k “i
Ž .› x ?; k r› k is continuous.i
Ž . ŽTo this end, denoting d k d , d , . . . , d the only non-zero componenti 1 i 2 i I i
.is the ith one that is equal d k , we are going to prove that when d k “ 0,i i
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..the ratio D t; k q d k s x t; k q d k y x t; k rd k tends, ini i i
1Ž n. Ž .C 0, T ; R , to a limit which is the solution of Eq. 5 . Since by Proposi-
Ž .tion 2.1 the solution of Eq. 5 depends continuously on k, Theorem 2.1
will therefore be proven.
Ž Ž .The function D satisfies the retarded equation assuming x t, 0 s x0
.when t - 0 :
I
D˙ t s A D t q A D t y kŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý0 j j
js1
q A D t y k y d k y D t y k y A g t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i i i i
w xa.e. t g 0, T
w xD t ; k s 0 on yK , 0 ,Ž .i
x t y k ; k y x t y k y d k ; kŽ . Ž .i i i w xg t s , t g 0, T ,Ž .i d ki
g g C1 0, T ; R n . 4.2.1Ž . Ž .i
Solution of the previous equation may be rewritten as
D ?; k q d k s L ?; k q d k A g , 4.2.2Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i i
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Ž .where, given k q d k , the application L ?; k q d k is linear fromi i i
1Ž n. 1Ž n.C 0, T ; R to C 0, T ; R and defined by
I
t A Ž tys.0L t ; k q d k A g s e A D s y kŽ . Ž .ÝHi i i j j½0 js1
qA D s y k y d k y D s y k y A g s ds. 4.2.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i i i i i 5
Ž . Ž .Since the solution of Eq. 5 may also be written as L ?; k A g withi
Ž . Ž . 5 Ž .g t s x t y k , we are led to prove that lim L ?; k q d k A g y˙ i d k “ 0 i i ii
Ž . 5 1L ?; k A g s 0, or equivalently, since we have continuously differ-C Ž0, T .i
entiable functions, that
5 5 1 , ‘lim L ?; k q d k A g y L ?; k A g s 0. 4.2.4Ž . Ž . Ž .W Ž0 , T .i i i i
d k “0i
But we may write
L ?; k q d k A g y L ?; k A gŽ . Ž .i i i i
s L ?; k q d k A g y g q L ?; k q d k y L ?; k A g ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i i i i
4.2.5Ž .
5Ž Ž .and recall that by Proposition 2.1: lim L ?; k q d k yd k “ 0 ii
Ž .. 5 1, ‘L ?; k A g s 0. Therefore, it will be sufficient to prove thatW Ž0, T .i
5 5 ‘ Ž .lim g y g s 0 in order to conclude, with Eq. 3 , thatL Ž0, T .d k “ 0 ii
5 Ž . Ž .5 1, ‘ Ž .lim L ?; k q d k A g y g s 0, and 4.2.4 will follow.W Ž0, T .d k “ 0 i i ii
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. ŽSince g t s x t y k ; k y x t y k y d k ; k rd k , we have assumingi i i i i
.d k ) 0i
1 tyk i< < < <g t y g t s x s ; k y x t y k ; k dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ ˙Hi id k tyk yd ki i i
< <F sup x t y k y s ; k y x t y k ; k . 4.2.6Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ ˙i i
w xsg 0, d k i
< Ž . ŽTherefore it is clear that lim sup x t y k y s; k y x t y˙ ˙d k “ 0 sgw0, d k x ii i
. < Ž . w xk ; k s 0 as soon as x ?, k is continuous on yK, T , which is guaranteed˙i
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž ..by the hypothesis f and x continuous with x 0 , x 0 s x , x 0, k .˙ ˙ ˙0 0 0 00
‘5 5So lim g y g s 0, which is the desired result.L Ž0, T .d k “ 0 ii
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Justification of Remark 2.2
w xAssuming k s 0 we have to prove that for any fixed p in 1, ‘ , we have
5 5 1 , plim L ?; d k A g y L ?; 0 A g s 0. 4.2.7Ž . Ž . Ž .W Ž0 , T .i i i i
d k “0i
5 5 pThen it suffices to prove that lim g y g s 0. We shall do itL Ž0, T .k “ 0 ii
considering two cases.
w xCase 1. t g d k , T . We havei
1 t
< < < <g t y g t s x s ; 0 y x t ; 0 dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ ˙Hi d k tyd ki i
< <F sup x t y s ; 0 y x t ; 0 4.2.8Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ ˙
w xsg 0, d k i
< ŽTherefore, it follows from continuity of f that lim sup x t y˙d k “ 0 sgw0, d k xi i
. Ž . < 5 5 ps; 0 y x t; 0 s 0, so we get g y g s 0.˙ L Žd k , T .i i
w wCase 2. t g 0, d k . Theni
1 x y x t y d kŽ .t 00 0 i
g t y g t s x s ; 0 ds q y x t ; 0 . 4.2.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ ˙Hi d k d k0i i
t Ž . d k iyt Ž . t Ž .Using H x s; 0 ds s H x s; 0 ds q H x s; 0 ds, we readily get˙ ˙ ˙0 0 d k yti
5 5 pg t y g tŽ . Ž . L Ž0 , d k .i i
1r p < <F d k sup x s ; 0 y x t y d k ; 0Ž . Ž .˙ ˙i i
w xs , tg 0; d k i
x y x t y d kŽ .00 0 iq sup x d k y t ; 0 yŽ .˙ i d k y tw x itg 0, d k i
< <q sup x s ; 0 y x t ; 0 . 4.2.10Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ ˙
w xs , tg 0, d k i
The conclusion may be reached in two steps.
w w Ž .Step 1. p g 1, ‘ . We know that continuity of f implies that of x ?; 0 .˙
n<Ž Ž . . <So the condition limt “ 0 x t y x rt - q‘ ensures thatR0 00
5 Ž . Ž .5 plim g t y x t; 0 s 0.˙ L Ž0, d k .d k “ 0 i ii
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Step 2. p s ‘. It is sufficient to add the hypothesis of the existence of
Ž . Ž . Ž .x 0 with x 0 s x 0, 0 to get˙ ˙ ˙0 0
x y x t y d kŽ .00 0 i
lim sup x d k y t ; 0 y - ‘,Ž .˙ i d k y td k “0i w x itg 0, d k i
5 Ž . Ž .5 ‘in which case it follows that lim g t y x t; 0 s 0.˙ L Ž0, d k .d k “ 0 i ii
5 5 pThe triangle inequality shows then that lim g y g s 0 forL Ž0, T .k “ 0 iiw xany p g 1, ‘ .
4.3. Proof of Corollary 3.1
Ž .Proof of i . We rewrite s asi, T
1 d T 0 T
n² : ² :s s Qx t ; k , x t ; k dt q F RFx t , x t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H Ri , T i i i i 0 0½2 dk 0 yki i
T T
n² :F RFx t ; k , x t ; k dt for i g I 0Ž . Ž .H Ri i i i 5
Tyk i k s0i
4.3.1Ž .
1 d T² :s s Qx t ; k ; x t ; k dt for i g I 9.Ž . Ž .Hi , T i i i i½ 52 dk 0 k s0i i
Ž . Ž . <Ž Ž .The assumptions on x 0 exist and x 0 s x ensure limt “ 0 x t y0˙ 0 00 0
. < n Ž .x rt - q‘, so that the mapping k “ x ?; k , being continuouslyR00 i i i
differentiable in view of Remark 2.2 and T - ‘, we may differentiate it
with respect to k under the integral symbol. So we get
T t AŽ tys. A s At




n n² : ² :F RFx , x y F RFe x , x for i g I 0 ,R R00 00 00 002 2
T t AŽ tys. A s At
n² :s s y Qe A Ae x , e x ds dt for i g I 9. 4.3.2Ž .H H Ri , T i 00 00
0 0
Ž .Proof of ii . T s q‘. F being a stabilizing feedback gain when k s 0,
5 At 5 yv 0 tthere exists v ) 0 and M G 1 such that e F Me for all t G 0. It0
Ž w x.is known see, e.g., 8, p. 383 that the stability property is preserved for
Ž I 5 5. I 5 5any delay-vector k satisfying the condition M Ý A Ý A k - v .is1 i is1 i i 0
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Moreover, for such a k, we have
< < n < < n yv Ž tyK .x t ; k F M sup x s e , 4.3.3Ž . Ž . Ž .R R
w xsg yK , K
x xwhere v g 0, v is the unique solution of equation0
I IM
v k v ki i5 5 5 5 5 5v y v s A e y 1 = A q A e . 4.3.4Ž . Ž .Ý Ý0 i 0 i½ 5 ½ 5v is1 is1
Ž . < <So the mapping k “ J u , x is well-defined for k small. Moreover, it‘ F F
now becomes clear from Theorem 2.1 that there exists some g g
2Ž . < Ž . <L 0, ‘; R and independent of k such that and › x ?; k r› k F g, i gq i
 4 ‘ < <1, . . . , I . So we may permute the symbols drdk and H for k smalli 0
Ž .enough. This proves item ii .
Ž .Proof of iii . T s q‘ and F is the optimal feedback gain given by Eq.
Ž .13 . Take first i g I 0 . Then
1 T
n² :s s F RFx , x q J 4.3.5Ž .Ri , ‘ 00 002
with
‘ t AŽ tys. A s At
n² :J s y Qe A Ae x , e x ds dtH H Ri 00 00
0 0
‘ t TyA s A s A t T Ats e A Ae x ds, e PA q A P e x dtŽ .H H i 00 00¦ ;
n0 0 R
‘ dt TyA s A s A t Ats e A Ae x ds, e Pe x dt. 4.3.6Ž .Ž .H H i 00 00¦ ;
ndt0 0 R
An integration by parts gives
‘
At T At
n² :J s lim S t y Ae x , A Pe x dt 4.3.7Ž . Ž .H R00 i 00
t“‘ 0
with
‘ t TyA s A s A t At AŽ tys. A sS t s e A Ae x ds, e Pe x e A Ae xŽ . H H i 00 00 i 00¦ ;
n0 0 R
‘ t AŽ tys. A s Ats e A Ae x ds, Pe x . 4.3.8Ž .H H i 00 00¦ ;
n0 0 R
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5 At 5 yv 0 tSince there exists M F 1 and v such that e F Me for all t G 0,0
5 Ž .5 y2 v 0 t Ž .there exists C ) 0 such that S t F Cte . Hence lim S t s 0 andt “‘
‘
At T At




T At T At
n n² : ² :s s F RFx , x y Ae x , A Pe x dt. 4.3.10Ž .R H Ri , ‘ 00 00 00 i 002 0
For i g I 9, we have
‘
At T At
n² :s s J s y Ae x , A Pe x dt 4.3.11Ž .H Ri , ‘ 00 i 00
0
that ends this proof.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In Theorem 2.1, we have restricted both statement and computations to
first order differentiability, but more general regularity results are reach-
Ž .able for the mapping k ‹ x ?; k . Just observe that the first order deriva-
tives are themselves solutions of retarded equations and then the proof of
Theorem 2.1 may be repeated to derive conditions of existence and
compute partial derivatives of any order.
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